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The statement of intention 
includes role, time, place, 
situation, and action, with 
reference to the concept.

Devising involves the following.

Discussion 
Refi ning 

Improvisation, 
exploration, 

experimentation

Shaping
Selection, 
rejection

Structuring and 
sequencing

Conditions of assessment
Defi nition 

‘Flow has a sense of dramatic pace. The drama does not contain dialogue 
or communication that is purposeless. The fl ow assists with development of 
the concept and tension. If there are time shifts, they are presented using 
conventions and structured so the audience understands.’

Dramatic unity is achieved when the elements and conventions are consistent with the 
concept.

Advice
It may be useful to record key decisions in note, diagrammatic, and/or chart form used in 
the shaping of the drama.  These notes are not specifi cally required as evidence for the 
standard, but may be used to support judgements concerning participation in the devising 
process.

You may use any resources to stimulate your ideas. Examples are:

• a biography
• character(s) from an existing play
• an idea or theme
• documentary material.
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Date New Zealand history Theatre/drama/plays – 
New Zealand

Theatre/drama/
plays – Britain/

Europe/USA

1952 Population passes 
two million

Richard and Edith Campion 
form the New Zealand Players, a 
national touring company which 
became a trust in 1956 and 
collapsed in 1960. Between 1953 
and 1960 the company offered 
30 plays, 5 of them by New 
Zealand playwrights, to an average 
attendance of 50 000, and it gave 
employment to more than 100 
actors (Te Ara).

1953 Conquest of Everest 
by Edmund Hillary 
and Tenzing Norgay.
Tangiwai disaster.
Queen Elizabeth II’s 
coronation and tour 
of New Zealand.

The founding of the New Zealand 
Players – fi rst fully professional 
Theatre Company in New Zealand.

Waiting for Godot 
by Samuel Beckett 
fi rst performed in 
Paris.
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1954 Queen Elizabeth II 
opens New Zealand 
parliament.
Two teenage girls 
murder one of their 
mothers. This story 
will be documented 
in the fi lm Heavenly 
Creatures in 1994.

The Cry of the Morepork by Olive 
McKenzie – Auckland Repertory 
Theatre.

1955 Nola Miller directs 
Richard II at Unity Theatre, 
Wellington.

Joan Littlewood 
(Theatre 
Workshop) directs 
and acts in Mother 
Courage by Brecht 
in the UK.

1956 Look Back in 
Anger John 
Osborne 
(watershed in 
British drama).
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Examples from a production of Children of the Poor

Fig. 18.2  Children of the Poor as performed by students at Macleans College 

Thompson’s stage directions for the scene shown in Figure 18.2 above read: 

‘Albany bends low over a table … Down below, the chorus has armed itself with 
leather belts.’

‘He whips Albany. As he does so, the chorus members thwack the fl oor fi ercely 
and cry out.’

‘A fi nal thwack and the bloodlust is over. Albany falls away. Sobbing, the Chaplain 
gathers him in his arms. Below, the fl ailing chorus is panting from a different kind 
of exhaustion.’

In this Macleans College production, a shadow screen was used to portray the scene of 
Albany’s abuse by the preacher. The chorus remained on stage, visible to the audience 
and soundscaped Albany’s cries. They represented all abused children by wearing T-shirts 
with ‘Children of the Poor’ painted on them in red wich linked the play to the twenty-fi rst 
century. The red ladder seen downstage right was used to represent a variety of locations 
including the train station and the prison bars.

Instead of ‘Placards’, images of locations, themes and lines from the play were projected 
onto the cyclorama. During this particular scene, key words and phrases were used 
in the projected images to heighten the dramatic tension and highlight the chaplain’s 
enjoyment of the punishment and his abuse of power. The projected images can be seen 
on the cyclorama behind the actors. The blocks that can be seen at stage left were used to 
give levels to the performance. At the end of this scene the chaplain opened the screens 
and Albany ran and lay crying against the blocks, while the chaplain looked on from the 
doorway created by the opening of the screens.

The play was performed during the World Vision week. To link the play to the twenty-fi rst 
century, one of the last images used is shown in Figure 18.3.
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Lepage discussed elements to the production process in a 1984 radio interview with the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC).

The story of a young Canadian woman travelling to New York to unravel her tangled 
family history was presented in three languages. One-third of the production was in 
English and one-third in French. However, most signifi cant was the third element of 
what was billed as a ‘trilingual’ production – namely that part communicated through 
movement and imagery, including a scene seen fi rst straight on, and then from above, 
‘from the point of view of the moon’. In this scene, the audience looked down on the 
heads of the characters who were lying fl at on the stage.

In the interview, Lepage described the process as a ‘collaborative backward approach’. 
The company began devising with no preconceived idea of plot or themes, allowing these 
to come to the fore through the workshopping process. Initially Lepage gave the company 
a common everyday object – in this case a map of Eastern North America – that they 
examined and brainstormed to see what ideas it brought up. The road map was likened 
to veins – the cities as organs, in some cases cancerous – and then became a map of the 
human body. The story grows from the object, and the object becomes symbolic.

He also used an English-language learning record to prompt ideas and concepts. This 
fi nally made its way into the production and can be seen at: http://www.cbc.ca/archives/
categories/arts-entertainment/theatre/robert-lepage-canadas-renaissance-man/a-young-
confi dent-artist.html

In order to make the play accessible to both English and French speakers, Lepage 
reinvented ways of saying words and would sometimes use microphones to repeat or 
emphasise words. Translations of key words or phrases were also projected onto the set – 
English translations were projected if the company was performing in a French-speaking 
area, and vice versa.

The company improvises on the ideas they have developed. Throughout, Lepage 
is looking for the drama and will challenge the company with the words, ‘Let’s try 
something new’; ‘What if you miss the train?’ ‘What if you meet someone on the train?’, 
etc. The company must work fast and embrace new trends. Gradually stories will emerge 
and develop into the play.

Der Ring Des Nibelubgen
Lepage’s groundbreaking and visionary use of technology is evident in Der Ring Des 
Nibelubgen – a new production of Wagner’s Ring Cycle for The Metropolitan Opera.

The Ring Cycle comprises four operas – Das Rheingold, Die Walküre, Siegfried and 
Götterdämmerung and lasts for over sixteen hours. Wagner wrote it as a parable of the 
creation and destruction of the world. When the complete cycle premièred in 1876 
Wagner was dissatisfi ed, as technology was not advanced enough to convey his vision.

In imagining a new vision for the opera, Robert Lepage visited Iceland where the story 
originates and took inspiration from the rugged landscape where two tectonic plates meet. 
The ice on the surface often cracks to expose lava underneath. The project took four years 
of planning to bring it to performance.

With his team at Ex Machina a structure was created. Twenty-four planks were joined 
on a central axis and could move independently to create locations. The singers were 
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Using digital technologies
As you research the world of the play you could use digital means to record your 
information or explore your character. It does not matter that a play is set hundreds of 
years ago, because it might help you understand your role if, for example, you imagined 
what Eleanor would have texted to one of her sons. Would Henry have allowed her to 
communicate with anyone? If she could blog, what would she record about her daily life 
locked away from her family? What would she put on her Facebook page? Would she be 
censored by Henry? What would an email between Henry and Eleanor contain? All of this 
could be used as your supporting evidence.

You could do the following:
• Take photographs of scenes and upload them to your school’s Learning Management 

System (LMS).
• Use appropriate software that allows video to be embedded in pages to keep your 

documents. 
• Write your character analysis in the style of a Facebook page.
• Share your thoughts and ideas via your LMS discussion group.
• Create a set of emails or Tweets that your characters might send one another.
• Video your rehearsals and analyse them to further develop performance.
• Use projected images instead of a set. (See Chapter 24, on Lepage.)
• Use search engines to fi nd out about the history and social background to the play.
• Find out about other productions of the play using an image search, or watch a fi lm 

version.
• Find reviews of productions online.

Remember to use digital technologies sensibly and wisely and do not post anything 
thththttttt atat wwililll cacaususe e ofoffefencnce e oror hhararm m toto ooththerers.s.

Using a fi lm version
Sometimes it is interesting to have a look at fi lm versions of plays. You must never 
slavishly copy a fi lm, as each performance of a play should be fresh and must 
communicate your ideas. However, you can use the fi lm to get a better idea of the story 
or background to the society in which the play is set. 

 Activity 27H: Making use of a fi lm version

1. Watch a scene from a fi lm version of the play. Make notes on elements of drama 
role, time, tension, place, focus, action.

2. Discuss any new information or surprises. 
3. Make notes on how two of the actors use techniques and interact. Look for details. 

What does their use of techniques tell you about the characters? (This analysis is 
good practice for watching live theatre and analysing how techniques, elements, 
conventions and technologies are used to communicate ideas to an audience.)

Rehearsing your play
Rehearse your play using the information you have gathered and developed. You, in 
conjunction with your director, will need to think about how your character moves, acts 
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‘Helpful linkers to the effect are:

• this shows     • or signifi es

• or symbolises    • or reveals

• or represents     • or develops

• or to highlight    • or this creates the feeling of …

• or contrasts with …   • or this addresses …

• or the purpose is …   • or this provides insight into …

• or the impact of this is …  • or gave the effect of …’

Notice that you are given credit if you can make links to your own performance 
experience during the year.

It is important to make connections between the different productions you have seen 
during the year if the question requires you to refer to more than one production. At 
fi rst sight such productions may not appear to have much in common. For example, 
productions of The Pillowman by Martin McDonagh and Children of the Poor by Mervyn 
Thompson may seem far apart, until one looks at the themes and issues the plays share. 
Both explore serious issues of abuse and are highly relevant to New Zealand society 
today.

Even if you have been asked to analyse one production for all three questions, this 
does not preclude you from writing about other productions that you have seen 
that may have used similar technologies for different effects, or if you feel the other 
productions have given you a valuable insight into the context of the performance and 
papapapppppppp rticularlyyyy the relevance of the pepp rformance in historical and contempopp raryyy settingggs.

Use a table like the one given below to compare productions you have seen during the 
year. This is a great revision tool and will enable you to see clearly the impact of each of 
the plays from a design, performance and directorial point of view. It will also give you 
insight into the ideas explored in the plays. The following examples show how you can 
begin to make connections between plays.

Examples of productions:
• Rent by Jonathan Larson, directed by Suzanne Dell, Harlequin Theatre, Howick.
• Shuriken by Vincent O’Sullivan, directed by students of Macleans College. 
• Children of the Poor by Mervyn Thompson, directed by Jane Luton and cast, Macleans 

College.

What do the three productions, Children of the Poor, Shuriken, and Rent have in common?

Think about:

• themes 
• issues
• conventions 
• techniques 
• elements
• technologies (set, lighting, sound, etc.)
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Whaikorero
(The following is based on information from: http://www.korero.maori.nz/forlearners/
protocols/whaikorero.html)

You may wish to include some aspects of formal speeches in Māori in your text such 
as those generally made by men during a pōwhiri (see page 52). These include 
tauparapara (ritual chant), mihi ki te whare tupuna (acknowledgement of the ancestral 
house) and mihi ki a Papatūāonuku (acknowledgement of Mother Earth). Care needs to be 
taken with the inclusion of such items so that the writer does not run the risk of presenting 
a written play that is not seen to be ‘original’. The context in which such things are 
presented and how much is used will be important.

The form of the drama
The play can take many forms.

Monologue: A drama for one person to perform.

Duologue: A drama for two people to perform.

Dramatic play: A drama for one or more people to perform.

Documentary drama: A play based on a variety of sources such as authentic diaries, 
newspaper reports, oral accounts, etc. Narration, song and direct address to the 
audience are all used in documentary drama. Examples of documentary drama include: 
O Temperance! by Mervyn Thompson (a play about the prohibition of alcohol and the 
women’s suffrage movement in New Zealand) and The Shadow of the Valley by Susan 
Battye and Thelma Eakin (a play about the Brunner Mine disaster of 1896).

Realistic, character or plot-driven drama: Generally, this form of drama is written in a 
linear time sequence, is set in a specifi c location and often looks at a group or a range of 
characters. It is plot-driven in that the plot is the most important element. Other typical 
elements are the climax, the denouement (explanation of events), and the conclusion.

Your teacher will advise you about the ideal number of characters to feature in your play 
for the purposes of presentation in an enacted rehearsed reading.

Begin to write
You need to write your script on your own but you are also encouraged to conduct a 
reading of a draft script or sections of your script at an early stage and obtain feedback.
You could establish a group which may become your cast for the fi nal required
enacted play reading.

Ask yourself a series of questions.

Who is my target audience? 
Your play will have a fi nal rehearsed reading. Consider the people who may make up the 
audience including any adults who might be watching the rehearsed reading. What will 
make them fi nd the play interesting and entertaining?

What is my intention with this play?
Do you primarily want to entertain, amuse, shock, satisfy, reveal something hidden, make 
people think, or a mixture of all of these?
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Open doors

Audience

Columns (re Globe Theatre)

Diagonal pathway

Diagram of thrust or ‘apron’ stage, with audience seated or standing around three sides 
of the acting space 

The ‘fi rst position’ is the starting point for the actor in the scene – that is, the place 
where the actor is standing when the lights go up at the beginning of the scene. Using 
the diagonal cross from the fi rst position on stage enables the actor to further enforce 
the meaning of their text by bringing them downstage – closer to the audience for more 
impact – and into the action. It places the actor in a dominant position on the stage.

Use of the diagonal cross and the creation of triangles
The creation of triangles enables the actors on stage to interact without blocking each 
other on the stage. It means that the action on the stage can be seen from all parts of the 
audience. Triangles can be developed for all types of staging. In the case of theatre in the 
round, it is important to use this movement on stage and place your actors on diagonals 
which are not ‘direct pathways’ to avoid one actor completely obscuring another and 
enabling each member of your audience to see at least one ‘face’ of an actor.

The type of blocking described here is most often used when the performance is dealing 
with ‘motivation’ of character and therefore a more ‘realistic’ interpretation of a scene. In 
physical theatre or total theatre movement is less reliant on ‘motivation’ and more reliant 
on the visual and sound impact of a stage picture.

Keeping the actor ‘open’

The director’s working relationship with actors
It is vital for the director to establish a good working relationship with the actors so that 
they remain ‘open’, physically and also emotionally, when they are on stage. 

Clear communication and dialogue between the director and the actors is really useful 
during the blocking process – take into account what your actors say, but remember that 
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